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Abstract: Digital transformation in the public sector provides digital services to the citizens aiming at increasing their quality of life, as well as the transparency and accountability of a public administration. Since adaptation to the citizens changing needs is central for its success, Agile methodologies seem best suited for the software development of digital services in that area. However, as well documented by an attempt to use Scrum for an important Public Administration in Italy, substantial modifications to standard Agile were needed, giving rise to a new proposal called improved Agile (in short, iAgile). Another notable example is the Scrum@IMI method developed by the City of Barcelona for the deployment of its digital services. However, given the importance of digital transformation in the public sector and the scarcity of efforts (documented in the scholarly literature) to effectively bring Agile within it, a strategically important contribution that Computer Science can offer is a general paradigm describing how to tailor Agile methodologies and, in particular, Scrum, for such a specific context. Our proposal, called Scrum@PA, addresses this strategic need. Based on it, a public administration has a technically sound avenue to follow to adopt Scrum rather than a generic set of guidelines as in the current state of the art. We show the validity of our proposal by describing how the quite successful Scrum@IMI approach can be derived from Scrum@PA. Although iAgile can also be derived from our paradigm, we have chosen Scrum@IMI as a pilot example since it is publicly available on GitHub.
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1. Introduction

Although no universally accepted definition is available [1], the mission of Digital Transformation (DT, for short) in the Public Administration (PA, for short) can be summarized as the process of offering novel digital services that enhance the quality of life of citizens, adding the transparency and accountability of the PA.

Such a transformation is by no means simple, since it involves regulatory and social issues [2] as well as challenges for many areas of Computer Science [3]. Synthetically, one of its key features is the involvement of the citizens in the DT [4,5] and a very relevant measure of its success is the level of responsiveness it has in addressing the changing needs of citizens [6,7]. Quite surprisingly, although DT is a widely studied interdisciplinary subject, the public sector is somewhat neglected in the scholarly literature, as pointed out in [8]. Moreover, as evident from the presentation in [3], there is a great deal of ambiguity regarding which and how the techniques proper of Computer Science could be used for the successful realization of any DT in a PA context. In summary, the potential contributions that Computer Science can give are intuitively clear, yet they deserve to be better formalized.
and understood. From now on, unless otherwise specified, DT refers specifically to the public sector.

One of the key technical aspects concerns which software engineering methodologies are best suited for the management and development of software projects in the DT. As justified in the next section, Agile methodologies seem to be the most appropriate, although it is not entirely clear how to apply them. This paper concentrates on such an aspect, assuming that the reader is familiar with notions and concepts of software development, particularly in regard to Agile methodologies. However, in order to make the reading of this manuscript appropriate for a wide audience, we have added a glossary of basic Scrum terms in Appendix A. Moreover, for the convenience of the reader, we also provide additional references to introductory material regarding the subject [9–12].

1.1. Agile for Software Development in the DT: Motivation and Difficulties

We first provide motivation for the adoption of Agile methodologies in the DT and then outline some difficulties that have emerged in using standard, i.e., textbook or basic, Agile approaches for the DT.

1.1.1. Motivation

Due to its dinamicity and the requirement of flexibility, a DT strategy requires: (a) the rapid adoption of novel technologies, e.g., [13]; (b) the implementation of an inclusive coaching strategy that promptly makes available new digital competences to citizens, administrators, and policy makers, e.g., [14]; (c) the adoption of adaptive and flexible organizational models for the design, implementation, and deployment of digital services, e.g., [15]. Therefore, a conventional plan-driven approach to the design and implementation of digital services is not perceived as appropriate in this context [16]. Instead, a transition to Agile methodologies finds more and more support, e.g., [16–24], although such a transition is not so simple and it is proceeding very slowly [25].

1.1.2. Difficulties

In order to encourage the application of Agile methodologies in the DT, guidelines and recommendations are given by several PAs, e.g., the United Kingdom [26,27] and USA federal government [28,29]. For completeness, we mention also a recent review that illustrate challenges and best practices for the adoption of Agile project management in the public sector [30]. However, those recommendations and best practices are too generic and, in fact, there are very few concrete examples on how to adopt Agile methodologies in the public sector [31], since their standard versions need to be tailored to the context in which they are applied [32], in this case, the DT. This may be challenging, as well pointed out in a study reporting the development of an extension of standard Agile, denoted improved Agile (iAgile, for short) [33] for a specific PA. The context in which such a project management strategy has been first developed and then successfully applied is for an Italian Public Administration. The considered software service had to meet very stringent security criteria, i.e., the service was strongly regulated and to be used within a hierarchical organization. In order to ensure the proper level of agility and software quality, the standard Scrum approach revealed itself as inadequate in some of its key figures and one team was not judged as sufficient for realizing the project. The contribution of iAgile is to extend the responsibilities of some existing Scrum professional figures, introduce new ones, together with a set of teams whose coordination and cooperation go beyond Scrum of Scrum [34], and to redefine the workflow of the software development process. The interested reader can find details in [33], together with an evaluation of the methodology.

Another compelling example is the one provided by the City of Barcelona. Here, the area is also highly regulated, but emphasis is on the satisfaction of citizen needs, with quick reaction to their changes and interaction with them, privacy regarding user data, transparency of services and accountability of the municipality. Quite remarkably, such a city set up its own Agile policy [35] in order to address its specific, but rather broad, needs.
Such a policy is supported by the Scrum@IMI methodology, an extension of Scrum [9],
developed by the Institut Municipal d’Informàtica, City of Barcelona. It is a successful
methodology since it is operational, i.e., regularly used for the development of their IT
projects [36]. Moreover, it is fully documented in a public repository [37]. As in the case of
iAgile, Scrum@IMI has requested the expansion of the responsibilities of standard Scrum
roles and the introduction of new ones, as well as the use of more than one team.

1.2. Our Contribution: From Examples to the General Paradigm Scrum@PA

Given all of the above, it is quite natural to concentrate on Scrum and, given the
importance and pervasiveness of the DT, to consider the problem of developing a technically
sound, in terms of software engineering, paradigm describing how to adapt Scrum for the
DT, accounting for the lessons learned from the two examples mentioned earlier. Such a
paradigm must account for the major aspects characterizing the DT and be flexible enough
to be transformed in a Scrum methodology for a specific PA; that is, it should be a general
“blueprint” that an organization can use to obtain its own Scrum. Our contribution toward
a solution to the posed problem is the proposal of Scrum@PA.

In particular, the experiences reported in the development of iAgile and Scrum@IMI
indicate that, with respect to the standard Agile methodologies, new professional figures
are needed. In this respect, Section 2 provides a taxonomy of those figures, generalizing the
two mentioned examples. The next two sections provide a description of the Scrum@PA
paradigm that we propose here, following a bottom-up approach; that is, in Section 3,
the building blocks of our proposal are presented: the professional figures and the teams
that can be considered for Scrum@PA, placed within the taxonomy outlined in Section 2.
Section 4 is dedicated to the Scrum@PA process, including also the roles of key professional
figures, teams and their interactions.

As for the validation of our approach, it is useful to recall that there are no accepted
methodologies for the DT [38,39]. However, Scrum@PA being a paradigm, its validity can
be assessed by showing that existing methodologies for Agile in the DT are special cases of
Scrum@PA. This is immediate when standard Scrum is applied, as in the cases described in [40].
For more complex cases, although iAgile can be derived from Scrum@PA, in order
not to clutter this contribution with details, we opt to concentrate on Scrum@IMI, given
also the fact that it is public. Indeed, in Section 5, we provide a description of Scrum@IMI
in terms of our paradigm. The considerations above and such a derivation indicate that:
(a) Scrum@PA specialization to specific contexts can be successfully carried out; (b) PAs
that are willing to adopt the Scrum methodology have a “blueprint” of it, which they can
adapt to their needs.

Finally, Section 6 gives some practical recommendations and outlines some directions
of further investigation, whereas Section 7 offers our conclusions.

2. Agile for the DT: Professional Figures

Although there is plenty of literature that gives advice on how to transition to Agile,
e.g., [41,42], and some documents that even deal with the PA contexts [28], the need for
new professional figures to be added to the ones already part of standard Agile approaches,
with particular attention to the DT, has been overlooked or only sketched, to the best of our
knowledge. In view of the peculiarities of the DT, we provide a brief synoptic list of those
figures in Section 2.1 and then they are placed in a taxonomy of job families in Section 2.2.

2.1. The Need for New Professional Figures

1. In the context of the PA, data are both an asset to exploit and a social “infrastructure”
useful for policy makers and citizens to take informed decisions and improve the well-
being of society [43,44]. However, for their profitable use, major problems arise in data
governance and management [45], specifically in regard to quality assurance [46,47],
security and privacy [48–50]. Therefore, professional figures with expertise in the
mentioned areas are needed. Some of those figures must be also proficient with rules and regulations such as the EU General Data Protection Regulation [51].

2. Since the services provided by the PAs should be valuable for the citizens, there has been a paradigm shift in the evaluation of how valuable a service is. As in the past, efficiency has a privileged position in such an evaluation, but it is by no means sufficient since a people-driven delivery model is more and more important [19,52,53]. Therefore, within the Agile methodologies, professional figures are needed, whose role is to obtain regular and continuous feedback from citizens and other stakeholders during all the phases of the development of a digital service.

3. As stated in the Introduction, citizen participation is central to the DT and in setting priorities in regard to service realization. Therefore, new professional figures are needed to educate citizens in the participatory policy process.

2.2. A Taxonomy

Here, we introduce two categories of professional figures and, for each of them, we define the corresponding job families. The first contains job families related to data management and information and communication technologies, accounting for point 1. in the previous sub-section. The second contains job families related to the creation of a software product and the various stages related to its life cycle. This accounts for points 2. and 3. in the previous sub-section.

- **Data management and ICT category**

  D.1 **Data Job Family.** Given the attention that needs to be placed on data (see the previous section), it is quite obvious that a whole range of specialized data figures, not provided by the classical Agile methodologies, are needed to take into account many of the aspects related to the data management and governance, in particular regarding compliance with PA regulations, privacy and security. By way of example, a Chief Data Officer is needed, possibly in a leadership position.

  D.2 **Technical Job Family.** In the classical Agile methodologies, it is clear that there must be technical figures. For the DT, their semantics change since they must have the ability to improve the architectural design of public services while accounting for the needs of citizens. By way of example, a Chief Technology Officer is needed, possibly in a leadership position.

  D.3 **Quality, Assurance and Testing (QAT) Job Family.** When the classical Agile methodologies are extended to the DT, the semantics of figures in this family change, since they must focus on managing the complexity of the testing process in the PA. This complexity emerges from the need to ensure the privacy and security of the data and services that are offered by the PAs, on the one hand, and compliance to regulations on the other hand. By way of example, a Chief Quality Assurance Testing Officer is needed, possibly in a leadership position.

- **Product Creation and Support Category**

  P.1 **Product Design and Delivery Job Family.** As in the previous family, also here the semantics of the classic professional figures change. Indeed, they must have the ability to consider many of the aspects related to citizen-centered design to improve the content, comprehensibility and usability of the services delivered. Moreover, attention must be given to the continuous improvement of team skills as a central point of expertise. By way of example, a Scrum Coach is needed, possibly in a leadership position.

  P.2 **Product Operations Job Family.** Although contemplated in the classical Agile methodologies, for the DT, these figures must have the ability to consider many of the aspects related to the management and continuous and evolutionary maintenance of the digital service portfolio offered by the PAs. In particular, they must focus on issues of service change management, configuration elements, organizational change, vendor change and related documentation while simultaneously
promoting the development of expertise in the use of change management tools and processes. Moreover, they must provide an accurate monitoring of services, in real time, to identify potential problems or areas for improvement that can then be examined. By way of example, a **Contract Responsible** and a **Service Responsible** are needed, possibly in a leadership position.

### 3. From Generic to Specific Professional Figures: The Scrum Case

Following the motivation given in the Introduction regarding our choice of Scrum, we now detail job figures for it coming from the families described earlier. We identify two types of them: leaders and team members. The first are key figures whose main task and responsibility is to coordinate a group of professionals, i.e., a team, to the achievement of a specific goal. The second are figures with specific responsibilities and skills that are part of a team. We provide a description of those teams as well.

#### 3.1. Leaders

Those figures are schematically provided in Figures 1 and 2, suitably placed in the job family taxonomy that we have described in Section 2. The roots of those two trees are offspring of the taxonomy root node, which has been omitted in order to ensure readability of the figures. We anticipate that some of those figures are standard for the Scrum methodology, but here they are placed within the taxonomy, granting homogeneity.

![Figure 1. Leading professional figures for a PA within the taxonomy: product creation and support category. Starting at the root, the first two levels of the tree are a verbatim rendering of the taxonomy described in Section 2, while the leaf nodes represent the set of leader professional figures involved in the entire life cycle of the project that the PA intends to realize following the Scrum methodology. In the leaf level, two types of professional figures are represented, i.e., those belonging to the standard Scrum methodology (see pink leaves) and those specialized in its adoption in the PA context (see light blue leaves).](image)

- **Data Management and ICT Category**
  - **Data Job Family**
    * **Chief Data Officer** (CDO, for short). The specifics of this figure, also known as the data manager, in regard to the DT, have been given in point (D.1) in Section 2.2. They must be coherently placed within the generic description of this figure. They are responsible for overseeing and managing all data-related activities within an organization to ensure that data are managed efficiently, securely and in compliance with regulations. They coordinate the collection and integration of data from various sources, ensuring that they are accurate, complete and compliant with privacy regulations and relevant laws, while ensuring the consistency and efficiency of the processes of the organization that they represent. To this end, they define and implement
appropriate data storage and protection policies, through policies such as encryption, restricted access and constant monitoring. They implement regular backup strategies to ensure continuous data availability and plan recovery procedures in case of emergencies. They monitor and improve data quality through cleansing, normalization and standardization processes, e.g., open data standards (see, e.g., [54]). They collaborate with data analysts to extract meaningful information and support data-driven decision making. In terms of training and communication, they provide support and training to staff on the importance of data management and communicate relevant procedures and policies. This is a new professional figure for its use in Agile IT project management. The interested reader can find additional details about its role and responsibilities in [45].

Figure 2. Leading professional figures for the PA within the taxonomy: data management and ICT category. The figure legend is as in Figure 1.

- Technical Job Family
  - Chief Technology Officer (CTO, for short). The specifics of this figure, also known as the technology manager, in regard to the DT have been given in point (D.2) in Section 2.2. They must be coherently placed within the following generic description of this figure. They are responsible for playing a key role in shaping the technological direction of an organization, and have various responsibilities related to technology management and implementation, ensuring that technologies are aligned with the objectives of the organization and contribute to its overall success. They are involved in defining the technology strategy of the organization, helping to establish long-term goals in line with corporate objectives. They monitor technology trends and evaluate new opportunities and innovative solutions to improve business efficiency and competitiveness. In terms of security, they are responsible for implementing appropriate measures to protect corporate data from external and internal threats. In terms of technology resource management, they ensure the efficient allocation of technology resources, including budget, personnel and infrastructure, to ensure the achievement of technology objectives. They collaborate with other stakeholders and teams, such as marketing, sales and finance, to ensure alignment of the technology strategy with the overall needs of the organization. They monitor the performance of technology systems, identify possible areas for improvement and implement solutions to optimize the processes of the organization. In addition, they interact with external suppliers for the selection and integration of external technology solutions. This is a new professional figure, for which we found no evidence in the literature about its use in Agile IT project management.
Quality, Assurance and Testing Job Family

* Chief Quality Assurance Testing Officer (CQTO, for short). The specifics of this figure, also known as quality assurance manager, in regard to the DT have been given in point (D.3) in Section 2.2. They must be coherently placed within the following generic description of this figure. They are responsible for a role that may vary depending on the organization and the specific sector but, in general, it refers to a manager responsible for managing and supervising the entire quality assurance and testing process within an organization. They define the necessary policies and procedures to ensure the quality of the product/service offered by the company. They supervise personnel involved in quality assurance and testing, ensuring that they are well trained and follow best practices. To this end, they collaborate with business leaders to develop a quality assurance and testing strategy in line with overall business objectives. They identify and implement testing tools, technologies and methodologies, such as quality metric monitoring systems, effective in improving testing efficiency and coverage, working to prevent problems or resolve them promptly, to mitigate risks associated with product/service quality. They collaborate with other departments, such as software development, to ensure effective communication and a mutual understanding of needs and objectives. Finally, they provide regular reports to organizational leadership on the effectiveness of the quality assurance process and testing, with suggestions for continuous improvement. This is a new professional figure, for which we found no evidence in the literature about its use in Agile IT project management.

Product Creation and Support Category

Product Design and Delivery Job Family

* Product Owner (PO, for short). It is to be noted that this professional figure can play a role also in the product operations job families. The PO helps to build the product from scratch, guiding and coordinating the work of the standard Scrum development teams, to optimize the value of the product by ensuring that a tangible increment is produced at each sprint cycle. The contribution of the PO can be significant and is certainly required at the beginning of the project and during the entire product backlog life cycle. Although the PO is one of the classic Scrum figures, its role and consequent responsibilities change significantly, given the substantial regulatory scaffolding to which the PA must refer. The mentioned changes with respect to standard Scrum are well presented in the realm of iAgile and Scrum@IMI, where the PO is no longer a single professional figure. Indeed, for Scrum@IMI, the PO is the entire City Council of Barcelona, possibly via a delegate [35]. As for iAgile, the PO is now a board of people, including stakeholders and domain experts [33,55]. It is worth mentioning that an earlier instance of such a model has been used in [56].

* Stakeholder or Interest Group (S, for short). We note that the role of the stakeholders turns out to be the same as in the standard Scrum methodology, i.e., managers and customers.

* User, i.e., Citizen (U, for short). This professional figure plays a major role, with particular regard to the proposal and development phases of the user-centered services offered by PA. An example of increased user centrality is found in the Scrum@IMI framework, with a focus on testing activities regarding the degree of user acceptance by the PO and PPOs (see below) that are associated with the collection of feedback and change requests from them.

* Proxy Product Owner (PPO, for short). It is to be noted that this professional figure can play a role also in the product operations job families. The PO
often has a strenuous agenda and numerous stakeholders to interact with. As a result, its availability to carry out all necessary activities is limited. Consequently, an additional profile known as a PPO primarily provides support to the PO to ensure that it can focus on defining and specifying business requirements during the product backlog refinement sessions, the review, the retrospective and the validation of the product delivered by the development team at the end of each sprint. Furthermore, the PPO is highly valuable in tasks like requirements analysis and the subsequent writing and convalidation of user stories, as well as staying connected with the development team to follow up on and assist with any technical and business issues that may emerge. PPOs can, in collaboration with the SM, defined below, actively participate in developing and promoting team-building activities. An example of this professional figure is found in the Scrum@IMI framework [36]. In fact, in such a context, the PPO, e.g., collaborates with the PO to ensure the creation of the agreed testing strategy with the entire Scrum team.

* **Scrum Coach** (SC, for short). The specifics of this figure, also known as Agile coach, in regard to the DT have been given in point (P.1) in Section 2.2. They must be coherently placed within the following generic description of this figure. In general, in accordance with financial regulations and within the terms of ongoing contracts, they manage and plan the necessary resources within the Scrum project. Under delegation from the contractor, they are responsible for creating and updating the competence matrix. For the convenience of the reader, we recall from the literature that a competence matrix is a table where some needed technical competences are represented by rows and developers by columns. A “marked” entry states that a developer has the corresponding competence, with some level of expertise. Based on such a matrix, the SC can activate the pair programming process, which consists of creating pairs of developers that can best work together based on their competence similarities. For further details, the reader is referred to [57,58]. Upon the occurrence of appropriate specific circumstances, they are also responsible for the coordination of the pool of human resources needed for the project. In addition, the SC has the authority to assign the required professional figures to the various tasks and negotiate their timelines. It is useful to note that, on behalf of the SC, SMs can be delegates for the recruitment process of the professional figures involved in the project development phase. An example of this professional figure is found in the iAgile methodology. Indeed, in such a context, the SC must take into account a unique mix of consultants and armed forces personnel necessary to address the complexity of user requirements and the operational environment in which the armed forces are asked to operate today.

- **Product Operation Job Family**
  - **Scrum Master** (SM, for short). We note that the role of the SM turns out to be the same as that of the standard Scrum methodology.
  - **Contract Responsible** (RC, for short). The specifics of this figure in regard to the DT have been given in point (P.2) in Section 2.2. They must be coherently placed within the following generic description of this figure. The main responsibility of the RC is to keep the contract and contractor relationships under control. They are largely responsible for compliance with the terms of the contract, including all billing requirements, administration and management of changes in requirements, functional and non-functional. Their main responsibilities include: monitoring deliveries and formalizing the substitution of some deliverables with others, if needed; economic analysis of the sprint backlog (value vs. cost vs. effort); execution of contract economic monitoring meetings. An example of this professional figure can be found in
the Scrum@IMI framework. In such a context, it is afferent to IMI, and the main objective of its role is to carry out the monitoring of the contract and contractual relationship model with the supplier. To this end, they represent the highest responsibility for the contract and the fulfillment of the conditions described therein.

* Service Responsible (RS, for short). The specifics of this figure in regard to the DT have been given in point (P2) in Section 2.2. They must be coherently placed within the following generic description of this figure. They are essential during the transition from product to service and during the implementation of new versions because, after the first increment of the product is launched into production, they are “responsible” for ensuring its adequate performance. They collaborate in defining the criteria and requirements of the service during the build phases. Our proposal of adapting Scrum for the PA consists of a group of teams, which support the planning and execution of the transition from product increment to service, providing the necessary information for the full implementation, such as service level agreements (SLAs), optimal timing for maintenance execution, user volume estimates, resource sizing for the production environment, and requirements for the basic information model and the general data protection regulation [51]. They ensure that the project also meets non-functional criteria specified before implementation. The RS is responsible for approving implementations with the PO to ensure that the quality of the delivered product is adequate and that the service functions as efficiently as possible. They collaborate with the SM, whose job is to resolve any impediments encountered. From the beginning of the project, the RC and RS work closely together to monitor the various product increments developed by the development team, which we discuss in the next section. Finally, in the performance of their functions, they are completely free to attend as many events and meetings as they see fit. An example of this professional figure can be found in the Scrum@IMI framework. In that framework, their role, together with the PO, has to ensure the optimal functioning of the implemented service, at each version, while concurrently ensuring that the project meets the requirements of all IMI guidelines and non-functional properties, which had been included in the product backlog.

3.2. Teams and Their Members

Those teams, and their members, are schematically provided in Figures 3 and 4, where members composing each team are suitably placed in the job family taxonomy that we have described in Section 2. The roots of those two trees are offspring of the taxonomy root node, which has been omitted in order to ensure readability of the figures. We anticipate that some of those teams are standard for the Scrum methodology, but here they are placed within the taxonomy, granting homogeneity.

- **Data Management and ICT Category**
  - **Scrum Development Team** (SDT, for short). The task of this team, and therefore of its members, is to provide the software development of the services offered by the PA. We note that the functions of the SDT members are similar to those of the standard Scrum methodology, except for a greater ability to address many aspects of data management and governance, with the related QAT techniques.
  - **Link Team** (LT, for short). It is composed of domain experts from all technical areas involved in project development, e.g., Data, architecture, security, telecommunications, operations and systems, quality assurance, testing and service management. The task of this team, and therefore of its members, is to support the SDT and to resolve non-functional requirements of the project, which are
included in the product backlog. The CDO, CTO and CQTO leader professional figures, defined in Section 3.1, can be part of this team.

*Product Creation and Support Category*

- **Product Design and Delivery Job Family**
  - **Product Owner Team** (POT, for short). The task of this team, and therefore of its members, is to provide the vision of the final product to the entire set of Scrum teams allocated to the project. It is a high-level abstraction of the PO, i.e., the professional figure representing the developer team for the implementation of the digital service, providing an overview of the product to be developed. Stakeholders representing all levels of governance are assigned to the POT, e.g., the PO, the PPOs, the general manager of the contracting authority or their delegates. Placing the stakeholders within a team, making them well aware of the methodology and enabling them to interface directly with the developers, is a way of addressing the goal of
maximizing customer satisfaction. The availability of stakeholders to fully support the SDT and the SM has a significant impact on the development itself, both as a vehicle for requirements and as a ground for building a sense of ownership of the end product that, in turn, is believed to facilitate operational and user acceptance [59]. For these reasons, the SDT members must possess a broad knowledge of the system being developed and a clear vision of the expected results.

* **Product Team** (PT, for short). The task of this team, and therefore of its members, is to ensure that the project produces the product described by the relevant user stories according to the required quality standards and within the specified time and cost constraints, and that everyone involved knows what is expected and helps to keep costs, time and risks under control. A PT is defined as a temporary organization created to develop software related to a single product. Several SDTs may be incorporated into a single PT. If the team developing a single product is unique, the PT can be consolidated through the SDT, without the need to have additional professional figures, often from the POT, to coordinate the different development teams.

– **Product Operation Job Family**

* **Service Portfolio Coordination Team** (SPCT, for short). This team has to solve the problems arising from the management and integration of services within the services portfolio offered by the PA by keeping all members of the organization informed of the issues encountered, identifying high-level deficiencies in the Agile process and initiating appropriate actions to resolve them.

* **Strategy Team** (ST, for short). The task of this team, and therefore of its members, is to encode project parts into epics and user stories, and oversee the processes that are employed to exercise high-level control over the entire development process. The ST supports the POT (a member is part of the POT as well) in managing the product backlog and the PT/SPCT to deliver product iterations to users while pursuing overall system consistency.

4. A General Paradigm for Scrum in the DT: Scrum@PA

Once its building blocks are specified, we now describe Scrum@PA, starting with an overview of it.

4.1. Scrum@PA Overview

The development of a software product, via the Scrum methodology, is schematically represented in Figure 5. It consists of “an idea” (left), a series of Scrum sprints (center) and the delivery of the product (right), including increments after each sprint.

In our paradigm, the end parts are conceptually the same, although they can be further specified as follows. The “idea” is the result of contributions coming from citizens, civil servants and stakeholders that address a specific set of needs and that can be translated into the offering of a public digital service. The “product” will evolve through a set of software releases implementing and supporting the intended public service. It is worth mentioning that those releases must be approved before being made available to the public, i.e., this is the transition to the service phase.

As for the central part of that schematic representation, which we refer to as product development, in a standard Scrum methodology, it is composed of four components: requirements, design, software development and testing. Our paradigm, i.e., Scrum@PA, follows the same approach, although the product development phase is more complex with respect to the standard one. Namely, we have four components, which may include standard components within it: service design, technology management, software development and product compliance and verification. Schematically, the process is represented in Figure 6, including interactions between each pair of components. The incoming edge,
labeled transform in Figure 5, has been omitted to enhance the readability of Figure 6. However, it enters the service design component. For the same reasons, the incoming edge, labeled feedback/changes, has also been omitted. Such an edge also enters the service design component.

Figure 5. A generic scheme of the software development process via the Scrum methodology. The components of this figure are illustrated in the main text.

Figure 6. A paradigmatic Scrum model for the PA: Scrum sprint. The activities carried out within each component, together with the leader figures and teams involved, are described in Section 4.2, while the interactions, here encoded by edges, are described in Section 4.3.

Scrum@PA is presented as follows. Section 4.2 describes the activities carried out in each of the components mentioned above and indicates which leader professional figures and teams are involved in them. Section 4.3 describes the interactions among the various
components, i.e., how the leader professional figure and teams in one component interact with the other corresponding elements in another component. Finally, based on what is presented in the previous two sub-sections, Section 4.4 provides a synopsis of the main responsibilities of leaders and teams with respect to some fundamental Scrum artifacts (see the glossary in Appendix A), in terms of a RACI matrix. It is useful to recall that, in general, a RACI matrix [60] is a concise way of indicating who is responsible, and to what degree, in carrying out a predetermined set of activities considered essential for the successful realization of a project. It is to be noted that, for the PA, the recommended duration of the Scrum sprint varies from two weeks to a month, depending on the complexity of the project at hand (see [61] and references therein, in particular regarding Agile project management and software development.

In terms of details, our description is high level, given that Scrum@PA is a general paradigm. However, it is comparable to the level of detail given in the presentation of Scrum@IMI on GitHub [35] and that a more detailed description, such as the one given for Scrum@IMI in [36], would considerably expand the description of Scrum@PA, making the key points of our contribution difficult to enucleate and then specialize in specific contexts.

4.2. Scrum@PA Details: Activities, Leaders and Teams

We now describe the activities characterizing each of the components mentioned earlier, together with the leader professional figures and the teams that carry them out. We anticipate that professional figures may be well involved in performing activities while not being part of a team.

- Software Development
  - Activities
    1. Facilitate the team development process, removing any obstacles; ensure that goals are understood and achieved; promote collaboration, transparency and self-organization of the development team; initially identify, within this component, teams and related professional figures needed for the successful development of the project, with possible updates as the project realization progresses.
    2. Implementation of the technology stack on which the system to be developed would be based. Testing of development standards, data security and privacy, code quality and architecture. Completion of project deliverables, iteratively, incrementally and within each sprint, giving priority according to the relevance of each deliverable. Creation of documents that accompany the product, such as architectural map, functionality description and security controls.
    3. Creation and update of the competence matrix of developers. Activation of the pair programming process and assignment of developers to specific project periods as required.
  - Leaders and Teams: Roles And Intra-component Interactions Among Them
    Recalling from Section 3.2 that the PT may be composed of one or more SDTs, based on the complexity of the development process, at this stage of abstraction, we use one PT and two leader professional figures: the SM and SC. The interactions within these teams and leader professional figures are as follows, with Figure 7 giving a schematic representation of this component.
    * PT. It collaborates with the SM throughout the product development cycle so that the Scrum methodology adoption is ensured. On the other hand, it provides the necessary information to the SC to accomplish its functions.
    * SM. This leader figure, in addition to the PT collaboration mentioned earlier, is also responsible, along with the PO, for promoting activities aiming at the identification of the main characteristics needed by the development team. They also inform the SC of the competencies present in the team.
* SC. Based on information coming from the team and the SM, the SC keeps track of the different technical competencies of the various software developers to perform and refine the pair programming process. The SC can delegate the recruitment process to the SM in part or fully.

Figure 7. Scrum@PA software development component. A node symbolized by a cloud represents a team, while a node symbolized by a circle represents a leader professional figure. This component consists of a single team, i.e., PT, and two leaders, i.e., SM and SC. The description of the interactions (represented by edges) between the team PT and the leaders is in the main text.

- **Service Design**
  - **Activities**
    1. Translation of the functional requirements of the project into user stories and epics to be included in the product backlog. Such an activity can be divided into two as follows.
      (a) Initial. Once a service development project is approved, the production of a number of documents useful for project specification, such as technical plan, quality standards and risk assessment, must be produced. In addition, an initial product backlog must be produced, ensuring that the requirements and proposals of the supplier are met.
      (b) Ongoing. During the progress of the project realization, its coherence with the functional requirements must be monitored. Moreover, since we are within an Agile methodology, the feedback and possible changes in needs of the users, resulting in changes in requirements, must be accounted for here.
    2. Management and integration of the service being developed within the ecosystem of services offered by the PA. Organization of meetings regarding the possible problems encountered in the Agile methodology and identification of an appropriate strategy for resolving them.
    3. Stakeholder coordination to ensure a global vision of the product to be implemented. In particular, stakeholders are kept informed in regard to the software development process in order to achieve a greater sense of ownership of the project and improve end-user experience and satisfaction.
  - **Leaders and Teams: Roles And Intra-component Interactions Among Them**
At this stage of abstraction, we use three teams: SPCT, ST and POT. The interactions within these teams are as follows, with Figure 8 giving a schematic representation of this component.

* **SPCT.** This team supports the ST in defining non-functional requirements that are related to the integration of the services offered by the PA. Those requirements may give rise to user stories that are included in the product backlog. SPCT also supports the stakeholders afferent to the POT, which represent the different levels of governance, by informing them of any problems encountered to ensure the functioning of the services offered and to facilitate their integration.

* **ST.** This team, based on the vision of the product owner (PO), proxy product owners (PPOs) and stakeholders in general, supports the POT in decomposing the project into smaller parts, which are then encoded in epics and user stories. These are placed in the product backlog. In particular, this team is responsible for the production of the initial product backlog.

* **POT.** This team prioritizes the items within each version of the product backlog, starting with the initial one and proceeding with updated priorities at the end of each sprint. Within this component, POT is supported by the ST and the SPCT in regard to the product backlog.

![Figure 8. Scrum@PA service design component. Following the same notation as in Figure 7, this component consists of three teams, i.e., SPCT, ST, and POT. The description of the interactions among teams (edges) follows the main text.](image)

- **Technology Management**
  - **Activities**
    1. Provide support to the software development component for the resolution of non-functional project requirements, mainly in terms of data, architecture, security, networks, systems, applications and quality assurance testing.
  - **Leaders and Teams: Roles And Intra-component Interactions Among Them**

    At this stage of abstraction, we use only one team, i.e., LT, which has been described in Section 3.2. Figure 9 gives a schematic representation of this component.
**Product Compliance and Verification**

- **Activities**
  1. Drafting of contracts for the provision of artwork and services for PA related to the project.
  2. Checklist of product backlog items oriented toward controlling the compliance of the project with the contractual terms, mainly administrative, economic and managerial.
  3. Checklist of agreed service levels (SLAs), e.g., basic information model, and the GDPR.

- **Leaders and Teams: Roles And Intra-component Interactions Among Them**
  At this stage of abstraction, we use two leader professional figures: RC and RS. The interactions within these leaders are as follows, with Figure 10 giving a schematic representation of this component.
  - RC. With the support of the RS, the RC ensures compliance with all contractual aspects and the monitoring of all product increments.
  - RS. With the support of the RC, the RS ensures that each time a new product increment is released, it satisfies service acceptance criteria (SLAs), data privacy requirements and the needs of the users/citizens using the service.

**Interactions with Software Development.** PT, afferent to this component, ensures the implementation of the software product in the various sprints of the development cycle, providing the software increments with additional features to the RS and RC, afferent to the product compliance and validation component. They are, respectively, responsible for their approval before making them available to citizens and for compliance with contractual terms and conditions.
• **Interactions with Service Design.** POT, afferent to this component, coordinates the management and prioritization of items in the product backlog so that the PT, afferent to the software development component, can ensure their implementation in the various sprints concerning the software product development cycle. It interacts with the technology management component in terms of resource requests for the realization of the project.

• **Interactions with Technology Management.** The LT, afferent to this component, mainly supports PT, afferent to the software development component, for resolving non-functional requirements. In addition, it also supports various stakeholders, afferent to the service design component, for resolving functional requirements.

• **Interactions with Product Compliance and Verification.** The RC ensures that the software developed by the PT meets the functional requirements provided by the ST in accordance with the priorities given by the POT. The latter two are part of the service design component. The RS checks the compliance of the various software increments distributed to the end users, e.g., citizens, with service acceptance (SLAs), privacy and data security criteria; that is, the RS approves the software releases.

4.4. Scrum@PA RACI Responsibilities Matrix

We now provide a synopsis of the Scrum artifacts that we consider as a result of the activities described earlier, together with the level of responsibility of leaders and teams in achieving their realization. The artifacts are quite standard for Scrum: contract, product backlog, sprint backlog, definition of done, increment and compliance. They are listed in the top row of the RACI matrix depicted in Table 1. As for the leader professional figures and teams, they are the ones indicated in the previous two sub-sections and reported as the first column of the mentioned table. The intersection of rows and columns is marked with the level of responsibility that each leader professional figure and team has with regard to an artifact, according to a standard scale reported in the caption of the mentioned table.

**Table 1. Scrum@PA responsibility matrix.** This table defines the responsibilities of the leading professional figures and teams within Scrum@PA, providing a comprehensive overview of who is responsible (R), accountable (A), consulted (C) and informed (I) for each artifact included within this Agile methodology. Empty cells are assumed as informed (see above).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teams and Leaders</th>
<th>Scrum Artifacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPCT</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. The Scrum@IMI Framework of the Barcelona Municipality as a Special Case of Scrum@PA

We now show how to map the Scrum@IMI methodology within Scrum@PA, concentrating on the Scrum sprint. It is worth pointing out, leaving the details to the interested reader, that the leader professional figures and teams involved in Scrum@IMI are part of our taxonomy (see Sections 3 and 4, and [35,36]).

Technically, the Scrum sprint in Figure 5, for the Scrum@IMI methodology, consists of four phases: on-boarding, sprint 0, sprint i (iterated) and service transition, schematically depicted in Figure 11. Moreover, the incoming edge, labeled transform in Figure 5 has been omitted to enhance the readability of Figure 11. However, it enters the on-boarding phase. For the same reasons, the incoming edge, labeled feedback/changes, has also been omitted. Such an edge enters the sprint i phase.
Figure 11. Scrum@IMI methodology: Scrum sprint. Starting from the on-boarding phase, the arrows provide a temporal succession of the four phases. Each phase is detailed in the main text, together with the edges that enter such a Scrum sprint.

Although Scrum@IMI precedes the paradigm proposed here, it is quite relevant to outline how it fits this latter. In what follows, we provide the corresponding details by describing Scrum@IMI and by showing which parts of the Scrum@PA paradigm it matches. In particular, we describe the Scrum@IMI phases and indicate how they can be seen as instances of the Scrum@PA components. It is also worth pointing out that the specificity of Scrum@IMI with respect to Scrum@PA comes out in terms of what the City of Barcelona established regarding the governance of the design and realization of a specific project, for instance, public procurement [62], regulations [25], privacy, service and data ownership [63,64].

The terminology regarding teams and figures of Scrum@IMI follows the one of Scrum@PA. Moreover, for ease of readability, when the SM, POT, PT and LT act together, they are referenced as a “Meta Team”, which is indicated by a red cloud in the relevant figures (see Figure 12 for an example).

5.1. On Boarding

The activities and teams involved in the on-boarding phase are described synoptically in Figure 12, which has been divided into two panels to make it more readable. We point out that this phase produces no output for the service transition phase. In terms of Scrum@PA, this phase involves all four of its components, namely, two leader professional figures, i.e., SM and RC, and three teams, i.e., POT, LT and PT. The activities that are carried out can be phrased in terms of our paradigm as follows, with the dot numbering specified in the legend of Figure 12. Service design: activity (1.a), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.a), (1.b) and (2.b) in Figure 12. Software development: activity (1), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.a), (1.b) and (2.b) in Figure 12. Technology management: activity (1), corresponding in part to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.a), (1.b) and in dot (2.b) in Figure 12. Product compliance and verification: activity (1) and (2), corresponding to dots (3.a) and (1.b) in Figure 12.
Figure 12. The on-boarding phase of the Scrum@IMI methodology. The teams and the leader professional figures are indicated as in Figure 7. For each line, dots are considered as numbered from left to right, but such an order does not imply time of execution priority. For each dot, the activities are above it, while who is involved in carrying them out is below it. Subfigure (a) shows the process managing the project up to the contract review; subfigure (b) shows the initialization of the Product Backlog.

5.2. Sprint Zero

The activities and teams involved in the sprint 0 phase are described synoptically in Figure 13, which has been divided into four panels to make it more readable. This phase does not produce any artifacts for the service transition phase, but it does produce a small application, referred to as Hello@IMI, particularly useful to prepare the PT for the complete technology ecosystem on which the system to be developed would be based. This latter offers the opportunity to test, for instance, development standards, data and privacy security, code quality and architecture.

In terms of Scrum@PA, this phase involves all four of its components, namely, two leader professional figures, i.e., SM and RS, and three teams, i.e., POT, LT and PT. The activities that are carried out can be phrased in terms of our paradigm as follows, with the dot numbering specified in the legend of Figure 12. Service design: activity (1.a), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.a), (2.a), (2.b), (3.a), (3.b) and (4.a) in Figure 13. Software development: activities (1) and (2), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.b), (2.a), (2.b), (3.a), (3.b) and (4.b) in Figure 13. Technology management: activity (1), corresponding in part to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.c) and (3.c) in Figure 13. Product compliance and verification: activity (3), corresponding to dots (1.b) and (1.c) in Figure 13.
5.3. Sprint i

The activities and teams involved in the sprint i phase are described synoptically in Figure 14, which has been divided into three panels to make it more readable. This phase produces the product increments. It has to be pointed out that, for some sprints, it is
decided to test the corresponding product increment with collaboration from the end users. This type of sprint is referred to as a “Release Sprint” and its product is provided to the service transition phase (see the next sub-section).

![Diagram of Scrum@IMI framework](image)

**Figure 14.** The sprint i Phase of the Scrum@IMI framework. (a) creation of the sprint backlog; (b) backlog refinement; (c) sprint conclusion. The figure legend is as in Figure 12.

In terms of Scrum@PA, this phase involves all four of its components, namely, three leader professional figures, i.e., SM, RC and RS, and three teams, i.e., POT, LT and PT. The activities that are carried out can be phrased in terms of our paradigm as follows, with the dot numbering specified in the legend of Figure 12. Service design: activities (1.b), (2) and (3), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.a), (1.b), (1.c), (2.a), (3.a) and (3.c) in Figure 14. Software development: activities (1) and (2), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.b), (1.c), (2.a), (2.b) and (3.c) in Figure 14.
Technology management: activity (1), contributing in part to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.b), (1.c) and (3.c) in Figure 14. Product compliance and verification: activities (2) and (3), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.b), (2.b) and (3.b) in Figure 14.

5.4. Service Transition

The activities and teams involved in the service transition phase are described synthetically in Figure 15. This phase consists of the transition to the service of a subset of implemented product increments and the consequent delivery to citizens.

In terms of Scrum@PA, this phase involves all four of its components, namely, three leader professional figures, i.e., SM, RC and RS, and three teams, i.e., POT, LT and PT. The activities that are carried out can be phrased in terms of our paradigm as follows, with the dot numbering specified in the legend of Figure 12. Service design: activities (1.b), (2) and (3), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.a) and (2.b) in Figure 15. Software development: activities (1) and (2), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dot (1.a) in Figure 15. Technology management: activity (1), corresponding in part to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.a), (1.b) and in dot (2.a) in Figure 15. Product compliance and verification: activities (2) and (3), contributing to the Scrum@IMI activities described in dots (1.a), (1.b) and in dot (2.a) in Figure 15.

Moreover, new feedback from the users is taken into account, which will be processed and incorporated into the backlog to help to adapt the product so that it more closely intercepts their needs.

![Figure 15](image_url)

**Figure 15.** The service transition phase of the Scrum@IMI framework. (a) versioning each increment; (b) service validation and citizens’ feedback. The figure legend is as in Figure 12.
6. Discussion

We now provide a comparison of Scrum@PA with existing Agile methodologies and then highlight some recommendations for its application.

6.1. Comparison with Existing Methods

The few Scrum methodologies that have been tailored to the PA are special cases of Scrum@PA. Therefore, no comparison is needed. However, one aspect deserves further elaboration. Our paradigm is scalable. Indeed, depending on the service ecosystem that the PA intends to adopt, it can be customized in terms of multiple teams, making the set of professional figures involved in the management and development of the relevant public service more or less articulate. We found only a mention that SAFe could be used, but with no technical details (see, i.e., [65]). For the sake of completeness, we review the SAFe framework in its essential configuration and compare it with our proposed Scrum@PA methodology. In this regard, essential SAFe is a framework that is sustainably built and configurable to be adapted to different “business” needs, in which business and technical team figures are organized into an Agile release train (ART), or core structure of SAFe, that is a long-running Agile team that develops, delivers and often incrementally manages one or more solutions in a value stream. It usually refers to a group of five to twelve cross-functional Agile development teams. Each Agile team, which is part of the ART, has the classic roles of the classical Scrum methodology, i.e., development team, Scrum master and product owner. The professional figures and their roles characterizing the ART are as follows.

- **Release Train Engineer.** It serves as the Scrum master for the ART. In our proposal, it would correspond to the SM professional figure (see Figure 1).
- **Product Management.** It owns and prioritizes the program backlog. In our proposal, it would correspond to the PO professional figure (see Figure 1).
- **Business Owners.** They are critical stakeholders in the ART. In our proposal, they would correspond to the POT members’ professional figures (see Figure 3).
- **System Architect/Engineering.** It provides architectural guidance to ART teams. In our proposal, it would correspond to the professional figure of the architectural domain expert afferent to the LT (see Figure 4).
- **System Team.** It allows the ART to integrate and evaluate the tasks accomplished. In our proposal, we distinguish these team members into two categories: one related to the integration aspects and the other related to the evaluation aspects of the completed work. For integration aspects, these figures should correspond to the domain experts pertaining to the LT, e.g., security, telecommunications, operations and systems, service management office and so on (see Figure 4), while, for evaluation aspects, these figures should correspond mainly to the RS professional figure (see Figure 1).

In light of this, we can observe some overlap between what is in our proposal and what is in the essential SAFe framework. Nevertheless, our proposal offers a greater level of detail in the professional figures and teams involved (see Figures 1–4) and in their main interactions (see Figures 6–10).

6.2. Practical Recommendations

When advising a public administration on adopting the Scrum@PA framework for a digital transformation project, there are some key suggestions, which are also based on the iAgile and Scrum@IMI experiences.

- Ensure that all team members and stakeholders receive adequate training on the Scrum@PA framework, emphasizing the roles, ceremonies and artifacts involved. Provide specialized training for the product owners and other related roles to deepen their understanding of the problem being addressed.
• Establish clear governance structures that support the Scrum@PA approach. Clearly articulate the objectives and goals of the digital transformation project. This will help in aligning the efforts of all teams and stakeholders toward a common vision.

• Create cross-functional teams and host them in the administration premises. Form cross-functional teams that encompass diverse skills and expertise relevant to the project. If the project targets the citizens, define an informal focus group of citizen stakeholders. The developers should meet in the premises of administration, if possible, to manage more effectively the requirements and the interaction with stakeholders.

• Organize teams into groups that plan, commit and execute together, using release train engineers. This promotes better coordination and synchronization across teams. Regular meetings of the service portfolio coordination team should facilitate communication between teams and address cross-team dependencies.

The adoption of Scrum@PA is a significant change, and it is important to approach it with patience and a commitment to continuous learning and improvement.

7. Conclusions

We have developed a framework, referred to as Scrum@PA, for implementing the Agile Scrum methodology in the context of DT. This approach involves new professional roles particularly suited for the PA that are not available in the traditional Scrum methodology. In particular, we have provided a taxonomy of them. Then, we have described the Scrum@PA framework and its components, including leader professional figures, teams and their interactions. Finally, in order to show the validity of our proposal, we have showed that the quite successful Scrum@IMI, used for the DT in the City of Barcelona, can be successfully obtained as a special case of Scrum@PA.

Overall, the key finding of this research is that it is possible to provide a general blueprint of how to specialize Scrum to project management and software development for the PA. Such a key finding opens the avenue to further directions of research, which we now outline.

The first direction concerns training. As well pointed out in [33], a knowledge of software engineering fundamentals is essential for all the professional figures involved in an Agile project for the PA, with varying degrees of depth; that is, the people developing software or in a technical management role must be very proficient in software engineering, while other figures must have some knowledge about it. On the other hand, even technical figures must be aware of legal and regulatory aspects of the PA characterizing a given project that they are involved in.

The second direction concerns validation and evaluation methods used to assess an Agile approach for the PA. As pointed out in a recent review on the subject [39], there is currently no set of commonly accepted criteria. One difficulty in formalizing these criteria is certainly the heterogeneity of how Agile techniques have been applied so far to the PA. Regarding this, the generality and homogeneity offered by Scrum@PA may help in the identification of a homogeneous and coherent set of criteria for validation and evaluation.

A third direction in this area consists in developing a maturity model for teams following the Scrum@PA framework; we could follow, for instance, the approach suggested in [66].

A fourth concern is if SCRUM@PA can smoothly scale to several teams working on several products or services. In order to shed light on this topic, the approaches described in [67] may be very useful.

A fifth direction consists of providing the Scrum@PA teams and, more in general, Agile teams working for the public sector, with a set of collaborative integrated development environment tools for creating digital services (see, e.g., [68,69]). This part is under development.
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Appendix A. A Basic Glossary of Scrum Terms

The following glossary, reported in Table A1, provides some basic Scrum terms, in alphabetic order. It is based on the glossary provided in [70].

Table A1. Basic Scrum terms, in alphabetic order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artifact</td>
<td>An Agile Scrum artifact refers to the information that the Scrum team and stakeholders use to define the product being developed, the actions required to produce it and the actions performed during the project. The primary Scrum artifacts include the contract, product backlog, sprint backlog, definition of done (DOD, for short) and increments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>Based on product increment, to meet the expectations and needs of stakeholders, it represents an overall assessment of product conformity based on the project-specific requirements included in the contract, including those related to regulations, guidelines or sector standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>IT contract means any material contract for the provision of information and communication technology services (including hardware, software and databases) and maintenance services to parts of the contracting station.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of Done</td>
<td>It is the formal description of the completed increment that meets the quality measures required for the product, providing transparency by sharing a common understanding of the work completed. Failure to meet the DoD means that the product backlog item cannot be released or presented at the sprint review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>Any member of a Scrum team committed to creating a usable increment in a sprint, regardless of specialization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increment</td>
<td>A Scrum artifact that captures all the valuable work produced by developers during a sprint. The sum of all increments forms a product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Backlog</td>
<td>It is an ordered list of all the work that is required to be carried out to create, maintain and sustain a product. It is managed by the product owner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Backlog Refinement</td>
<td>It is the activity where the product owner and developers collaborate to add more detail to the product backlog items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Owner</td>
<td>It is responsible for maximizing product value by managing and expressing business and functional expectations to developers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>It is a lightweight framework that helps teams to solve complex problems through adaptive solutions and generated value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrum Master</td>
<td>It is a role, within a Scrum team, responsible for guiding, coaching, teaching and assisting a Scrum team and its environments toward a proper understanding and use of Scrum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrum Team</td>
<td>A self-managed team comprising a Product Owner, some developers, and a Scrum Master.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sprint</strong></td>
<td>A sprint is a time-boxed Scrum event whose duration depends on the project. It contains and facilitates other Scrum events and activities, and is followed consecutively without any intermediate gaps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sprint backlog</strong></td>
<td>It is a Scrum artifact managed by the developers that provides an overview of the development work required to achieve a sprint’s goal. It includes a forecast of functionality and the work needed to deliver that functionality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sprint goal</strong></td>
<td>A sprint’s purpose is to solve a business problem. Features can be modified during the sprint to achieve the goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sprint planning</strong></td>
<td>It is a time-boxed meeting event that lasts for a maximum of 8 h, where the Scrum team comes together to decide which items from the product backlog should be prioritized for the upcoming sprint. During this event, the team inspects the work thoroughly and designs a plan for the sprint backlog.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sprint retrospective</strong></td>
<td>A 3-hour or less Scrum event for ending a sprint, inspecting it and planning for future improvements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sprint review</strong></td>
<td>It is a Scrum event held for a time-boxed period of 4 h or less to finalize the development work of a sprint. It involves examining the product increment, assessing the impact of the work carried out on progress toward the product goal and updating the product backlog to maximize the next period’s value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stakeholder</strong></td>
<td>It is a person who is external to the Scrum team with specific product interests and knowledge needed for incremental discovery. It is represented by the product owner and actively engaged with the Scrum team during the sprint review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User</strong></td>
<td>It is an end-user, regardless of being a consumer of the product or an administrator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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